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Strings Attached
You’re hired to extract some VIPs from a secure facility and then destroy any evidence or witnesses that
you were there. Of course, there are strings attached: the VIPs are not very cooperative and must be
unharmed. You always did enjoy a challenge!
Strings Attached is the second adventure in the Rose Croix series for the Shadowrun game system and the
Shadowrun Missions campaign setting in particular. It is designed for lower experience levels, but can be
adapted for higher level characters. For use with Shadowrun, Third Edition ™
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Strings Attached
Not even being the Chief Operating Officer of a
company like DocWagon’s Seattle Division was enough
for Michael Davenport. He had ideas that would make the
division millions of nuyen, but was stopped short by his
boss at every turn. DocWagon had grown static and
overconfident in the Seattle market. With the demise of
Crash Cart after their mysterious debacle in the early
fifties, it paved the way for DocWagon to be the de facto
provider of emergency care services in the Seattle
metroplex. There was simply no competition to force
them to grow and develop. Sure, they received new
customers every year, but it did not “grow” the company
in the way Davenport knew that it could. The problem
was, DocWagon Seattle’s CEO would have none of it –
he turned down lucrative defense contracts and what were
considered risky ventures. Davenport could not, would
not, be ignored. So he did the only thing he could think of
– he had himself killed…
Davenport sat in the shade of a palm tree, sipping his
drink as he recalled his plan. The two shadowrunner
teams had performed flawlessly, although the one team
that had been hired to “assassinate” him almost did too
good of a job. They almost had seen through the charade,
but luckily he was able to escape in the end. Now his
mind shifted into high gear as he planned the next phases
of his life. He had already laid the groundwork for his
new identity, Dr. Walter Broward, months ago and started
the shell corporation that would become Rose Croix. His
sources told him that most of the capital assets had been
spent to procure office space, medical equipment, and
trained medical personnel. The only thing he had to do
know was heal up from the recent sessions of cosmetic
surgery, and then return to Seattle to take control of his
new company, one that would compete against the
sleeping dinosaur that DocWagon Seattle had become.
Jose didn’t really like his job. The money was great,
especially for an ork with no education. And the people
were pretty nice; he’d heard only the occasional racist
crap from a few of the guards. But he hated going into the
Vault. And he had to clean it every single night. The low
man on the totem pole had to do the worst jobs. Eleven
years on the job and he was still the low man on the
janitorial staff.
The smell would hit him the instant the door swung
open, that crisp, acrid ammonia and metal scent.
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Underneath it, the barest traces of meat…like a clean,
cold freezer in a slaughterhouse. And the low hum of the
chillers, barely audible, but Jose always felt it in his chest.
The dim red lights were always kept low in there too.
Even with his low-light vision, he had to squint and peer
around while he cleaned.
But the worst was looking at them. The cold, lifeless
bodies, line upon line of them, hanging like puppets from
narrow cables four feet off the ground and suspended in a
narrow, open tank of some bluish-green syrup. The red
glow of the lights gave the bodies an evil life -like aura,
almost as if they were just sleeping. Jose had bumped one
of the tanks once while mopping the floor…the sibilant
hiss of the cables and the cold feel of the skin as an arm
flopped out had caused him to lose it completely, and he
had ran screaming upstairs. Jose made a point of never
bumping the tanks again…
Doctor Walter Broward caressed the real leather of
the high backed chair in his new office – Chief Executive
Officer, Chairman of the Board, The “Big Cheese” – his
plotting and planning was beginning to come to fruition,
and his return from the Caribbean left him energized for
the weeks and months to come. Time enough, he thought,
to crush imbeciles like Garrett Walsh over at DocWagon.
People of vision like himself could not tolerate
incompetence or short sightedness. He took a long view
on some projects. For him, biotechnology was a gold
mine; one that should be exploited from all angles. Even
something as trivial as providing emergency medical
services. As COO of DocWagon, in his previous “life” as
Michael Davenport, he’d seen how the sprawl was
evolving. Ever since the crash of the suborbital into the
sprawl and the passing of the comet, DocWagon had
experienced record growth. Too bad the corporation could
not see the challenges until it was too late. Now, they had
a shortage of medical personnel, and the security forces
needed to back them up in today’s high threat world.
DocWagon had become a complacent giant, just rolling
along and not innovating or taking chances. Walter
Broward was not like that.
Even now, what little money he had managed to
embezzle fro m DocWagon, along with personal funds and
those of private venture capitalists he’d approached, had
gone to acquire and train medical teams, security teams,
and facilities around the sprawl in strategic areas. They
would soon grow quickly, and he’d be able to expand
Rose Croix into other areas of the sprawl. DocWagon was
soft from lack of competition, and he would go for the
soft underbelly.
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A soft knock at his office door made him turn to
find his executive assistant, Lucy Turnbull. She had the
look of someone who’d seen a ghost – and perhaps she
had. Lucy led in Dredd, or Mr. Bones as he was now
called, into Broward’s private office. He dismissed her
with a curt ‘thank you’ and turned to the large black man
in dreadlocks and dead black eyes. “The time has come –
my first strike against DocWagon is ready. I’ll need you
to start putting out feelers for some shadowrunners that
can handle the situation. I’ve printed out a datafile with
the particulars on it for you to go over. Five thousand
each for the primary objectives, and a thousand for each
of the secondaries. Make sure that they understand that
they must get all the primaries back to me or they’ll get
no bonus for the secondaries.” Broward slid the paper
across the desk to the Jamaican cyborg.
The hired muscle merely folded the paper
without reading it. “No problem, boss. Everyt’ing gonna
work out all right. You be jammin’ too much on dis an
your heart, it come a blowin’ right out o’ your chest.
Dontcha be worryin’ no more, I gots me a back up plan in
case da first boys don’ cut it right ya.”
“Excellent, see that it’s taken care of. I’ve got
Ramos’ agent scheduled for a meeting next week, and I’m
sure he’ll be wanting to assist us in our endeavors here at
Rose Croix. I know I won’t be disappointed…” Broward
left his sentence trail off as he turned back to the window,
looking over the lights of Seattle’s downtown area and
wondering who was “asleep at the wheel” in Tacoma
tonight. He smiled at the thought of shadowy figures
moving through the cold halls of the facility, carrying out
the bags with his clone and the others he’d chosen. Clones
that would become important “guests” at Rose Croix’s
new state-of-the-art facility that would be coming online
tomorrow. The shadowrunners must not fail…
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INTRODUCTION
Strings Attached is a Shadowrun Missions campaign
adventure. It is the second adventure in the Rose Croix
story arc/campaign setting. This is only the adventure
portion of Strings Attached – the maps, player handouts,
sample characters, and other playing aids are included in
SRM01-02B, Strings Attached Playing Aids.

Preparing the Adventures
Strings Attached is intended for use with Shadowrun,
Third Edition, and all character and rules information
refers to the third edition of the Shadowrun rules. The
Shadowrun Gamemaster Screen is a recommended
resource, since it contains all of the necessary tables
organized for easy reference and is accompanied by the
Critters book, which provides more detailed information
on the abilities of various paranormal creatures and
spirits. Also, Mr. Johnson’s Little Black Book contains
quick resolution rules for matrix runs and vehicle combat,
as well as rules for reputation.
Other books that gamemasters may find useful in
running the adventure including the following:
• Magic in the Shadows, which presents advanced
magic rules for Shadowrun. A number of the encounters
in this scenario involve powerful magic, so these rules
may be useful.
• New Seattle provides an overview of the Seattle
Metroplex during the 2060s, including the downtown area
where this scenario takes place. Gamemasters may find
this a useful reference for background information on this
area.
• The Sprawl Survival Guide contains valuable
background information about daily life in the 2060s, as
well as information about service drones, of which one is
featured in this adventure.
Gamemasters may also want access to the other
advanced rulebooks of Shadowrun: Man & Machine
(cyberware, bioware and other implants), Matrix (decking
and computers), Rigger 3 (vehicles and drones) and
Cannon Companion (weapons and gear). These books are
useful, but not necessary, for running Strings Attached
once you are familiar with any gear or abilities which are
used within this adventure.
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Adventure Structure
Strings Attached consists of several scenarios, or
encounters. Some of these scenarios form the basis of the
adventure, which should be completed in approximately
two hours. If you are running short on time, you should
streamline each scenario and be a little more generous
with clues, target numbers, and other requirements to aid
in guiding the players through the adventure.
Each scenario outlines the most likely sequence of
events, as well as how to handle unexpected twists and
turns that inevitably crop up. Each one contains the
following subsections, providing gamemasters with all the
information necessary to run it.
What’s up, chummer? provides a quick synopsis of
the scenario’s action, allowing you to get a feel for the
encounter at a glance.
Tell it to them straight is generally written to be read
out loud to the players, describing what their characters
experience upon entering the scenario. You should feel
free to modify the narrative as much as desired to suit the
group and the situation, since the characters may arrive at
the scenario by different means or under different
circumstances than the text assumes.
Hooks describes the mood and helps set the stage for
the encounter, pointing out different “staging tips” for the
gamemaster to help make the scene come alive for the
players. It also points out different plot twists or hidden
things in the encounter the character might not notice
right away.
Behind the scenes covers the bulk of the scenario,
describing what’s happening, what the non-player
characters are doing, how they will react to the player
characters’ actions and so forth. It also covers s the setting
of the encounter, going over environmental conditions
and other properties of the location as well as providing
any necessary maps, descriptions of important items, and
so on.
Pushing the envelope looks at ways to make the
encounter more challenging for experienced or powerful
characters and other ways you can add some “extra spice”
to the scenario to liven it up, if need be.
Debugging offers solutions to potential problems that
may crop up during the encounter. While it’s impossible
to foresee everything that a group of player characters
might do, this section tries to anticipate any major
problems and offer suggestions for dealing with them.
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Gamemastering the Adventure

Step Four: Don’t Panic!

Gamemastering is more of an art than a science, and
every gamemaster does things a bit differently. Follow
your own personal style when it comes to preparing and
running the adventure and do whatever you feel is best to
provide the best Shadowrun game you can for your
players. Most Shadowrun Missions adventures are
designed to run in a standard four to five hour convention
time slot. You should leave at least 15-20 minutes at the
end of the time slot to complete any necessary paperwork
and pass out the players’ “Debriefing Logs” (see below).
This section offers some guidelines you may find useful
in preparing to run Strings Attached (or any Shadowrun
Missions adventure).

Gamemastering involves juggling a lot of different
things. Sometimes you drop the ball and forget something
or you just make a mistake. It happens, don’t worry about
it. Nobody is perfect all of the time and everybody makes
mistakes. Just pick up from there and move on. Your
players will understand and forget about it once you get
back into the action.

Step One: Read The Adventure
Carefully read the adventure from beginning to end.
In the case of a multi-part adventure, you may want to
read all the parts from start to finish before you run the
first part. This gives you a complete overview of the
whole series and how events in the early adventures flow
in to the later ones on up to the finale. Get a feel for the
overall plot and what happens in each adventure. That
way, if something different happens, you won’t be caught
off guard and you can adapt things smoothly.

Step Two: Take Notes
Take notes for yourself while reading through the
adventure that you can refer to later on. Possible things to
note include: major plot points (so you can see them all at
a glance), the names of various non-player characters,
possible problems you notice, situations where you think
a particular character can shine and other things you’ll
want to keep in mind while running the adventure.

Step Three: Know The Characters
Prior to the start of the adventure, examine the
characters’ record sheets and Debriefing Logs for your
reference and have basic information about their
important abilities handy so you can refer to it during
play. Also go over the characters and keep their previous
events listed on the Debriefing Logs in mind when
determining non-player character actions in various
scenarios if such a dynamic has been included.
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General Adventure Rules
Shadowrun Missions adventures use the rules
presented in Shadowrun, Third Edition (SR3) and various
sourcebooks for the game. In addition, there are some
“house rules” which the campaign uses to govern various
aspects of the game, accounting for character
advancement, and metagaming activities. Standard rules
such as success tests, the Rules of One and Six,
Perception Tests, Negotiation Tests and other common
mechanics are described in SR3 and are not repeated in
this adventure. Special rules regarding the Shadowrun
Missions campaign can be found online and downloaded
for your convenience.

Non-Player Characters
Non-player characters (NPCs) are essential to any
adventure. They are the allies, antagonists and
background characters in the adventure that interact with
the player characters. NPCs in this adventure have already
been created and can be found in the Cast of Shadows
section.
The NPCs in this adventure should generally stand up
to the average player character, but may need some
adjustment to suit a particular group of characters,
especially a more experienced and powerful group. The
scenarios and NPC descriptions offer tips on adjusting the
NPCs to suit the abilities of the characters in your group.
Take the player characters’ abilities into consideration
when assessing the NPCs in this adventure and modify
them accordingly.
All NPCs are given Karma Pool (p. 246, SR3) and
Professional Rating (p. 248, SR3) to help level them out
against player characters. Note that some NPCs may have
a variable Karma Pool or other attributes or abilities based
on the composition of the team.
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Campaign Background

Campaign Synopsis

Strings Attached is the second adventure in the Rose
Croix story arc. Hopefully, they have also played SRM0101 Double Cross prior to this .
About a month ago, at DocWagon’s yearly
shareholder’s meeting, Michael Davenport, the COO of
the Seattle operating division, decided he’d had enough
and faked his own death. He hired two teams of
shadowrunners, one team would be kept in the dark about
their true mission, and would be hired to “assassinate”
Davenport during his speech before the shareholders. The
second team was let in on the deception, and it was their
responsibility to pose as DocWagon personnel to extract
him from the scene for medical attention. A quick switch
and illusion spells allowed the team to blow up another
ambulance with bodies inside that could barely be
identified. The team then took Davenport to a private jet
for travel out of the metroplex. He would set the wheels in
motion for his return…
Michael Davenport has now returned from the
Caribbean League with the mercenary known as Dredd
after healing from his reconstructive surgery and new
identity as Dr. Walter Broward. He filed the paperwork
and permits for starting Rose Croix, a new medical
service corporation, with himself as CEO. Behind the
scenes, he must now begin to build his empire. He has
begun quietly hiring some of the best young minds in
business and medicine. One of the primary things he must
do is start to get some high profile customers to join his
company as spokesmen and of course, start receiving their
money from big, long-term contracts. Also, in order to
fake his death and leave DocWagon, Davenport had his
cloned body and tissue data switched with that of one Earl
Peabody, a used car dealer from Ft Lewis that had gone
missing the same day as Davenport’s “assassination.”
Before the switch can be caught, Broward wants to cover
his tracks by having “Peabody’s” body and tissue samples
removed as well.
The best way to do this is to make a bold strike
against DocWagon’s main organ storage facility.
Broward’s plan was simple – hire shadowrunners to break
into the facility, steal some clones and tissue samples, and
make it back to Rose Croix. Afterwards, he would
approach those that he had selected and get them to
change their accounts over to his firm. Peabody’s clone,
of course, would be placed in storage as belonging to
Broward. All this would fall into place, once the
shadowrunners had been hired and successfully brought
back their “clients.”

Shadowrun Missions allows players in remote areas
as well as those that participate in convention events to be
part of a world wide Shadowrun campaign setting. Each
player can use their character in any approved Shadowrun
Missions adventure and earn karma and nuyen, just as if
they were participating in a “home game”. The campaign
runs on a two year story arc, which will also include
various sub-plots and other story lines on a limited basis.
While it is not important that a character participate in
every single adventure, an attempt should be made to play
them in chronological order. At the conclusion of each
adventure, the character receives a “Debriefing Log”
which outlines the actions that were taken by the
character – some of these actions and their consequences
are included in future adventures to create a more vibrant
setting where a character can affect future results.

Shadowrun Missions
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STRINGS ATTACHED

PLOT SYNOPSIS
The runners each receive an email or text message from
their fixer, Michelle Rampling, with a new job. The Johnson,
who refers to himself as Mr. Bones, is actually Jeremiah
Marley, also known as “Dredd”, a former shadowrunner that
had retired briefly to the Carib League, but has recently
returned to the sprawl. Mr. Bones is working as an
intermediary for Walter Broward, CEO of Rose Croix, a new
medical response company that recently opened offices in
Seattle (Walter had worked with “Dredd” in the past, when he
was Michael Davenport, COO for DocWagon’s Seattle
division).
This will be Michelle Rampling’s first time working with
Mr. Bones, but his credentials are impeccable, and his cred is
just right.
The ultra-secure DocWagon facility in Tacoma is the
main repository of their client tissue samples, their main
databases and their corporate files. Mr. Bones wants the
runners to compromise the integrity of this facility, and
retrieve two VIP’s from within. The VIP’s are not aware of
the extraction, and will be of no help to the runners. This is
because unknown to the runners, the VIPs are actually nothing
but their clones, grown for instant tissue availability as per
terms in their Platinum DocWagon contract. Broward needs
to recover these clones and some tissue samples to accomplish
a number of goals – one, he needs to cover his tracks and get
rid of any connection to his “death”, and two, he’s hoping to
convince some of the high profile customers to come over to
Rose Croix, after they learn that DocWagon can no longer
fulfill their contracts. Broward is basically “kidnapping” the
VIPs business by transferring their clones.
The runners are to destroy any evidence of their presence
or any witnesses that might get in the way. Any other
collateral damage should be avoided, if possible. If they can
retrieve any other information, or ascertain any illicit activity
being conducted on the grounds, they may receive a bonus.
Extractions, demolitions, and datasteals, this run has a
little bit of everything for everybody!
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RUNNING THE ADVENTURE
The adventure is written with the intent of challenging,
but not overwhelming, new Shadowrun players. The basic
main fields of expertise – combat, negotiation, magic, rigging
and the Matrix – are all covered to some degree.
Because Shadowrun Missions covers a wide range of
players, there is a good chance of having teams lacking in
some of those areas of expertise. You should take this into
account when running Strings Attached, and avoid situations
where a group may be lacking.

Who-do Voodoo?
What’s up, chummer?
Your standard introduction and hiring scenario, pretty
much. Since this adventure is supposed to have a somewhat
“boo-scary” feel, this scenario starts things right off by
meeting their Johnson, a six foot tall Jamaican man with black
eyes and a black heart, in a mysterious, thick fog bank in the
middle of a cemetery. The run is basically an extraction,
which pays well if everyone is brought out safely.

Tell it to them straight
This has to be some kind of sick joke. You arrive at the
address Michelle Rampling, a local fixer, left on your comm,
only to find yourself outside Greenwood Memorial Park, a
rundown cemetery in the heart of Renton. The graveyard is
dark, but you can see a light ahead, maybe a hundred meters
inside. The fog does nothing to ease your mind as you make
your way through the fallen tombstones, dead leaves and
refuse strewn between forbidding crypts and weatherworn,
vaguely sinister statues.
The light holds steady, near a leaning granite sundial with
a small vault behind it, and you can make out a slim, wraithlike form standing at the edge of the light, just in the shadow
of the crypt.
You make your way to towards the mysterious form;
keenly aware of every rustling leaf, creaking branch and
howling dog…at least you hope it’s a dog you keep hearing.
Michelle Rampling, the fixer who contacted you, greets
you as you walk into the light.
“Glad you could make it. Now that everyone is here, let’s
get things going. The Halloweener’s sometimes use this place
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for parties and there is no need for any unnecessary
distractions.”
“The job is clean and simple. It’s an extraction of some
VIP’s and some removals of samples from a DocWagon
facility in Tacoma. As far as the extraction, there are two
primary targets and two additional bonus targets. But keep
your focus on the primaries, don’t loose one of them for a
secondary, ‘cause you’ll loose everything.”
“This looks like a very risky job and there is little room
for error – I can’t tell you any more unless you agree to the
job.”
(At this point, Rampling will wait for the runners’
decision. She will not discuss payment, but will mention that
there is plenty of opportunity for extras, and that a successful
attempt will pay at least 5,000 ¥ x Table Rating (TR) each.
Assuming the runners agree, she will pull out a datapad and
make a great show of waiting to see if the runners take down
any notes. She will emphasize the important points of mission
and read off the datapad as if she were reading a detailed list.)
“I only have identification numbers for the extractees.
The primaries are 9 9 dash 3 1 2 and 9 9 dash 8 zero 4. You
are also to retrieve the contents of safety deposit box 3 4 dash
9 8 7. The secondary targets are 9 9 dash 6 zero 3 and 9 9 dash
8 1 5. The contents of safety deposit box 8 9 dash 6 6 1 may
also be retrieved as a secondary target. Elimination of all other
subjects is optional.”
“We expect the VIP’s to be uncooperative and unaware of
the extraction, so you…”
Michelle is interrupted by a voice from the doorway of
the vault nearby; it is a voice that sounds fit for such a grim,
foreboding place-deep and menacing, but with a heavy
Caribbean League accent, that cuts through the might and
brings goose bumps to your skin.
<In your best Jamaican patois accent>
“Da t’ing you got to ‘member is dat if you screw dis up,
you gon’ answer ta me! Dese here bwana mans, they don’
know nuttin’ bout ta grab…you jus’ gets them and gets them
safe and secure, mon.”
The figure that hulks it way out of the narrow doorway of
the crypt is massive, you expect an ork or a small troll until his
face slowly reveals in the light. A scarred black man with
three-foot long dreadlocks and the scariest black pits of eyes
you’ve ever seen. They look dead, as though the soul of this
body had long departed, probably in fear.
Michelle Rampling clears her throat and says, “This is
your Johnson, Mr. Bones. He is here to answer any questions
you might have, up to a point.”
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Hooks
This scenario should set the mood for the whole run. The
characters will all approach at the same time – have them go
ahead and meet at the gate to the cemetery and introduce
themselves. Those that astrally perceive should have a hard
time seeing as well. The astral is thick and bright, much like a
thick fog in a car’s headlights. There is no explanation for this
– it is merely a story element to set the mood. When a
character (and player) doesn’t know the reason for something,
that unknown becomes more tangible, real, and scary!

Behind the scenes
If no one has Michelle Rampling as a fixer, they should
be contacted by their normal fixer and told that they need to
meet Rampling at the address given. If a character has her as a
fixer, she will greet them by name and thank them for coming
to the meeting. Anyone that played SRM00-01 Mission
Briefing will recognize her as one of the fixers that attended
the meeting. If astrally perceived, she appears slightly
unnerved (by the choice of meeting place and Mr. Johnson)
but otherwise stable and healthy. She appears mundane and
has a moderate amount of cyberware. Perceptive characters
will note that she does have a datajack visible.

items. If any of the primaries are not recovered, then no bonus
will be paid for any secondary targets removed.
•

If the runners feel they can achieve the bonus
objectives, they will receive 1,000 ¥ x TR per runner
bonus for each secondary objective.
#99-603 (Donald Watanabe)
#99-815 (Gregory Rasmussen)
Destroy all remaining clones!
Contents of safety deposit box #89-661
Once again, names are given for GM reference.
Together, this is a total of an extra 4,000 ¥ x TR per runner!
•
•

•

Mr. Bones is more of an enigma. Those with astral
perception who view him will see he has only the smallest
traces of essence remaining—he has a major amount of
cyberware. His aura is a swirling mass of blacks, reds and foul
looking
greens.
Also,
a
successful
Knowledge:
Shadowrunners (6) or similar skill, or Etiquette (Street) (8)
roll will allow the character(s) to recognize Mr. Bones as
Dredd, a shadowrunner that was thought to have retired to the
Caribbean League a few years ago. Some thought he had died,
others thought he had become a cyberzombie, but no one
knows the real truth.

•

As mentioned, “Mr. Bones” is there to answer questions
for the runners, once they have agreed to do the job. The
details of the run are as follows:

•

•

5,000 ¥ x TR per runner for all of the primary
objective:
Subject #99-312 (Earl Peabody)
Subject #99-804 (Donald Ramos)
Contents of safety deposit box #34-987
Note that the names should not be given to the characters
– they are here for GM reference only. Therefore, the runners
can earn 5,000 ¥ x TR each for bringing back these three
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•

•

In total, the runners can earn 9,000 ¥ x TR for
bringing back all objectives!
Collateral damage to the upper floors and guards
should be kept to a minimum, but do not be afraid to
make a mess if you need to. In other words, the
guards don’t need to be killed, but if they want to use
explosives to destroy the vaults and therefore lots of
tissue samples and clones, they can feel free to do so.

The facility is the Kethers Building, located at 1366
Crescent Blvd. in Tacoma and is considered a secure
building.
The VIP’s in question are staying at the facility – in
fact, they are clones – kept by DocWagon in case of
organ or tissue replacement for their Platinum
contract holders. The Johnson is truthful in saying
they are unaware and uncooperative!
The safety deposit boxes contain tissue samples of
clients. GM reference: one is from Peabody
(Broward/Davenport) and the second is from an
unnamed donor (actually a MacGuffin).
Any items of note or interest reported back to Mr.
Bones may result in additional bonuses of up to 5,000
¥ x TR total (for the team, not each).
The runners have 72 hours to complete the run.

If the runners attempt to press the point or make attempts
to get any other information than listed here, Mr. Bones will
simply smile, baring his sharpened, pointed teeth at them.
When the runners are satisfied with the information, you
can finish the scenario with the following:
“All right, I don’t have to tell you your jobs from here.
You can reach me by comm when you complete the run.
Remember 72 hours, no more. Good luck.”
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Michelle Rampling shuts down the light, leaving you in
the eerie darkness of the decrepit cemetery. In the distance you
can hear the sounds of motorcycles and the strains of troll
doom metal…you’re about to have company. You make your
way back to the road, careful to avoid the stones and open
graves as you go.

Pushing the envelope
An Etiquette (Street) or (Mercenary) (12) test may be
made to attempt to get a raise in the price of the run. Two or
more successes will get a 2,000 ¥ x TR increase for each
character in the payout for the primaries. No other increases
will be considered.
However, certain equipment or services can be offered as
extra incentive for doing the run:
• Mr. Bones is authorized to provide demolitions
support for those teams that do not have the required
team skills and/or gear. A Demolitions skillsoft can
be obtained for anyone that can utilize it, as well as
up to six kilos of Compound-IV. It won’t destroy the
building, but should be sufficient to take out the
contents of the vaults.
• Mr. Bones can offer to replace any consumables used
during the run such as ammunition, medical supplies,
etc. Magical supplies are not included in this option.
This option also is limited to 1,000 ¥ x TR per
runner.

Debugging
If the runners balk or feel that the pay is not enough,
allow them to make a Street or Mercenary Etiquette roll, with
the above results. They will also be able to determine that this
is more than fair pay for the job based on the (lack of)
information given, the type of job, and the time frame.
If this is still not enough, Michelle Rampling will thank
them for showing up and pointedly apologize to Mr. Bones for
wasting his time, and assure him that in the future, she will be
more careful in her choices.
In the case, if the runners try to find any information
about the Johnson, they shouldn't get anything. First, they will
not know anything about him since they have arranged to meet
the fixer. Information on Michelle Rampling can be found in
the Legwork section. Second, he's not really a Mr. Johnson,
but a shadowrunner that is acting as an intermediary. He is
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quite experienced and knows how to handle other runners in
negotiation.

Always Do Your Homework
What’s up, chummer?
As with any good shadowrun, the characters are expected
to do a little legwork to discover as much as they can about
their target and other important details so that they can plan
their actions appropriately. This scenario will be the hardest to
run in the adventure, as it includes many of the different items
of information that the runners may wish to follow up on. The
team may split up on you at this point in order to discover as
much as possible before tipping anyone off and also because
the sources of information are varied and sometimes can only
be gotten through the use of special abilities and/or equipment.

Behind the scenes
The information here is available to the runners through
standard legwork. It is broken up into various targeted
sections. Each section outlines the appropriate contacts, skills,
abilities, or other special means of obtaining the information,
as well as any requirements from the character. More
successes either can be used for presenting more information
or letting the character know the information is more reliable.
The Kethers Building
Building History/Background (3)
Contacts, Public Research, Matrix Research
A lot of information can be discovered about the building
at 1366 Crescent Blvd. in Tacoma through contacts, public
data and library searches, and concentrated matrix searches.
These tidbits have been outlined below and everything is
public knowledge or readily determined. If there is a special
condition or other means of learning the information, it is
noted below.
•

The Kethers Building was originally built in 1957 as
the home of the U.S. Federal Reserve Bank, and
remained that until 2020, when President Jarman
signed a resolution dissolving Washington State and
officially recognizing the creation of a city-state to be
known as the Seattle Metroplex.
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•

•

•
•

The government sold the building to IngenTech, a
small biotics corporation, which was later bought out
by DocWagon. DocWagon has used the fort-like
building as its secure storage center for over 12 years.
The building had the following notable statistics at
the time of its sale:
o 130,000 Sq. ft
o 160 vehicle parking facility, enclosed and
adjoining the main structure
o 15 vehicle internal parking
o 112-seat cafeteria
o Gymnasium
o Indoor Gun range
o Multiple failsafe power backups, including 2
onsite generators
The building consists of three floors above ground, a
basement, a vault level with seven massive vaults and
a subbasement below ground, for six floors total.
The building itself is a fortress, with granite walls 20
cm (8 inches) thick. The doors and windows all have
steel shutters that can be closed in seconds.

The following information can only be discovered through
knowledgeable contacts:
• The current staff of the building is 125.
• The building staff is headed by Rupert
Agawamnapur, a senior director for DocWagon
Seattle, and a rising star in the organization.
• The majority of the staff works a standard 8am-5pm
shift, but a crew of approximately 12-20 staff is onhand on any given night. A security staff of 16 is also
on duty at all times, and the building has in its
standard complement a security mage and a building
rigger.
• A gun turret with twin mounted .50 caliber machine
guns protects the front entrance (which can be seen
through close examination of the front of the
building). Normally the building rigger controls the
turret, but it does have manual controls.
Anyone driving by the building or searching archives
about the building in public data files can see what the
building looks like. A handout of a photo of the building can
be given to the players at this time.
Maps
Building Maps (see below)
Matrix only – Government or DocWagon system
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Maps (which are physically located in the Playing Aids
package) can be retrieved either by a matrix run on the
government archives or by decking DocWagon’s network.
The only maps available in either site show only the basic
floor plans for the building when it was a Federal Reserve
building, and of course, prior to the sale to private concerns.
These maps can be obtained through one of the following
methods:
• Contact – have a contact obtain the maps from the
government for you.
• Decking government systems – a little harder, but the
character can certainly try. Use the Quick Resolution
System to obtain the maps from an
Orange-11/16/18/ 17/ 13/18 system.
If the runners hack the DocWagon network (see stats in
the Matrix section), they discover the files have been changed
and updated plans for the building, when it was converted to a
DocWagon secure facility, were stolen years ago by a decker
called Hondo. The file has never been accessed since that date,
and accessing it will reveal a drunken, laughing cowpoke
sitting on a barrel, which looks at the decker and says,
“Howdy pardner, I wuz wondering how long it would take for
someone to come a lookin' for this file!”
He holds an empty whiskey bottle out towards the decker
and tilts it upside down; only a small drop falls from it.
The image disappears; the matrix message file was the
same size as the original map file, hence it going undiscovered
in the system’s periodic file inventory. There is nothing else in
the file.
Sewer Access
Utility Access (6)
Contacts, Ghouls, Matrix Research
Inevitably, there is always a runner that wants to try to
enter a building through the sewers. Luckily for that runner,
this is one of those times that their plan will actually work. All
they have to do is somehow get a hold of the sewer grid and
accesses in the area of the Kethers Building. See the scenario
The Ghoulies for more information about the sewers.
• The sewer pipes are a tight fit, so runners will have to
move single file through them. Also, some equipment
may be too large to fit through the pipes (this is an
opportunity for GMs to restrict what the runners
bring along, such as sniper rifles, polearms, etc. Note
that large metas such as trolls will have to be
practically naked and scrunched down to make their
way through the pipes.
• The nearest manhole is two blocks away in front of a
small bar called Low’s Tavern.
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•
•
•

The sewer grid and accesses can be discovered
through contacts or even public data searches.
The sewers under or near the building are very old,
and some branches have collapsed or are no longer in
service.
While searching public data files or dealing with
contacts (or the ghouls), tests that result in 3 or more
net successes will allow the characters to discover a
map of the area’s sewer and drainage network. A
handout has been provided which can be given to the
players at this time.

Security
Security Procedures (6)
Contacts
Specific information about the security systems and
features of the building can only be discovered through those
contacts that would have a need to know, such as DocWagon
employees, Lone Star detectives, or other emergency services
organizations such as firefighters. On the other hand, given the
information above about the size of the building, floors,
number of personnel, etc., someone with special skills in
Security Procedures and/or Security Systems could make
educated guesses as to what to expect in such a facility. This
test incurs a +2 modifier to the target number and multiple
successes indicate the reliability or accuracy of the data.
• The security teams at the Kethers Building work four
days a week of 10-hour shifts, with a standard
complement of sixteen.
• The security staff includes a shift supervis or
(Captain), an assistant supervisor (Lieutenant), a
DocWagon affiliated mage (rotated onto duty from
other assignments, as mages are too rare and
expensive) and a building security rigger. More
specific information about the security staff can be
found below.
• The rigger and mage spend the majority of the shift
in the security office on the third floor.
• There are six pairs of roving guards scattered
throughout the facility, with standard travel patterns.
The Staff
Building Staff (8)
Contacts, Public Research, Matrix Research
Finding out about the staff currently employed will take
some work, but it is not impossible. Dealing with corporate
contacts may result in discovering the information, as well as
scientists or security officials. DocWagon contacts, of course,
can tell a character much more than outside sources. Note that
the management personnel can be found through public record
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searches of files such as the shareholder reports recently
released or through decking into DocWagon itself.
Technical Staff
A technical staff of some 40 scientists, computer engineers,
programmers and other make up the technical staff.
Notables:
• Dr. Kevin O’Hara – Head of Cryogenics/Genetics
DocWagon Seattle
Dr. O’Hara is the lead scientist in charge of the
tissue samples and cloning processes for the Seattle
branch. In his late 60’s, Dr. O’Hara has been with
DocWagon since the beginning and his reputation
and habits are above reproach.
•

Ignatius O’Malley Riordan – Head of Matrix
Security DocWagon Seattle
Iggy Riordan is a proud Irishman and the man in
charge of all computer related issues in the
DocWagon corporate structure. If it involves the
Matrix, he runs it, reported directly to the DocWagon
CIO.
Iggy’s persona online is that of a late 1800’s
Irish pugilist, and he is as scrappy and ready for a
fight as any man alive. He is a bit behind the SOTA
in his skills and cyberware, but makes up for it with a
dogged persistence. He can occasionally be found
pulling a shift as building rigger and Matrix security
on the DocWagon nodes.

•

Timothy Van der Loff – Head of Building
Maintenance and Support
It has been a long and frankly boring career for
Tim Van der Loff. He has been in the same building
since 2015, when he started as 19-year-old janitor in
the Kethers Federal Reserve Building, and worked
his way up, through the IngenTech buy out, and the
DocWagon merger, until he was made department
head in 2054. He is almost ready for retirement, his
wife having already found them a nice retirement
villa in Lake Havasu, with a lovely view of the Old
London Bridge.

Management
The management of the Kethers Building site is your
standard sarariman hodgepodge. Only a few of the many
functionaries stand out from the crowd. DocWagon has a good
track record for promoting from within, and with the recent
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passing of the COO, Michael Davenport, they are doing all
they can to get and keep the boards notice.
•

Rupert Agawamnapur – Director of Operations –
Kethers Facility
Rupert is old school British colonial stock. Born
in New Delhi, and raised in London, he attended the
finest schools possible and his being a night elf seems
to have had no adverse affect on his career.
He is a fast rising star in the halls of DocWagon
and is rumored to be one of the front-runners for the
COO position, even ahead of several VP’s.

•

Thomas Duttman – Senior Programmer – Kethers
Facility
Thomas is one of the lead programmers for the
giant client information databases held at the Kethers
Facility. He is also a gambler, and a BTL user.
An Etiquette (Street) (9) test on his name will
bring up a number of outstanding debts to bookies
and dealers.

Security
Security at the Kethers facility is the model for all other
DocWagon facilities worldwide. The staff is generally the
cream of the crop from all other sites, and the pay and prestige
reflect this.
•

•

Malcolm Smith – Head of Security – Kethers
Facility DocWagon Seattle
Malcolm is the black sheep of the facility. He
does things his way, and only his way. And so far it
has worked well. So far. But he and Director
Agawamnapur butt heads frequently on issues of
discipline and corporate etiquette. It is only a matter
of time till something he does comes back to bite him
in the butt.
Yeardley Runs the Night – Head of Magical
Security – Kethers Facility
A Pueblo Indian and the right hand man of
Malcolm Smith, Yeardley is a mage, and one of the
first graduates of the Doctoral Metaphysics program
at MIT&T. He is the diplomat in the Dept. and
handles most meetings and client interaction.

The V.I.P.’s
The VIPs (5)
Contacts, Public Research
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The Kethers Facility is the primary holding area for all of
the tissue samples and clones of every DocWagon client in the
Seattle Metroplex.
The vast majority of the samples are small vials of fluid,
meaning they take very little space. The former bank vaults of
the Reserve building are now the cryogenic storage facilities
for these samples.
The vault also houses a number of full and partial clones
of clients that may require parts in the near future. Certain
clients also maintain fully-grown clones on a round the clock
basis, usually those in a position which involves risk. The
clones are kept in suspended open vats in the central vault
area.
If the runners somehow manage to deck into DocWagon’s
systems or obtain the information, they can discover the
identities of the clients and their clones:
•

99-312 aka Earl Peabody – Car Dealer
Michael Davenport’s real clone, although the
runners will not be able to discover this . Peabody was
the owner of a very successful car dealership in Fort
Lewis, up until he was reported missing about a
month ago – the same day as Michael Davenport was
assassinated at DocWagon’s shareholders’ meeting.
He is otherwise a “nobody”.

•

99-804 aka Donald Ramos - Trideo Actor
Broward’s plans call for a spokesman to make
Rose Croix a household word. Ramos, a famous trid
actor in the Seattle area, known for his roles in soap
operas and lately as an action hero, would make the
perfect poster child for the new company. He is also a
cousin of Domingo Ramos, of Aztechnology.

•

99-603 aka Donald Watanabe – Seattle Chief of
Operations, Yamatetsu
Planning ahead is key for Broward, and by
taking hold of one of Yamatetsu’s most valued
employee in Seattle, he is hoping it will make things
smoother in the future. Broward has many plans for
business dealings with the AAA megacorp in the
future.

•

99-815 aka Gregory Rasmussen – Seattle Division
Chief of Operations, Ares/Knight Errant
Broward is hoping to capitalize on military and
security contracts – both for volume and repeat
business. Having Rasmussen switch his contract over
will start the ball rolling for future efforts dealing
with one of the metroplex’ largest security concern.
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The Kethers Building Node and Network
Matrix Access (see section specifics)
Matrix only
Matrix information and details about the computer
network in the Kethers Building can be found in the scenario
Glowing Grids, below.
Other Information / Rumors
Other Information/Rumors (5)
Contacts, Public Research, Matrix Research
The sprawl is full of rumors, and the area surrounding the
Kethers Building is no exception. Strange and sometimes true,
the following information may be uncovered:
• Kethers is haunted! Janitors working in the lower
levels have heard strange whispers. When
investigated by security or others, no evidence is
found of anyone in the area where the whispering
occurred. .(See the scenario The Ghoulies for more
information)
• Someone else is very interested in the Kethers
Building – the characters are informed that someone
else, they think he had a Russian accent, was asking
about the same information as them. (See the
scenario Black Russians for more information)
• Strange for anywhere but the most elite areas of the
sprawl, there are no squatters or other homeless
people wandering the streets in the area. (Street level
contacts will be able to tell the characters tales of
ghouls appearing and disappearing in the area.)(See
the scenario The Ghoulies for more information)
• (Corporate or Social Elite contacts only) The Kethers
Building holds a valuable prize – you can arrange
with one of the employees for an opportunity to take
a rejuvenation bath that will make you ten years
younger! Don’t tell anyone – here’s the number! (See
the scenario Fountain of Youth for more information)
• (through Street / Organized Crime contacts) Word on
the street is that the “family” gets cut rate on medical
supplies and some bioware – they have someone
under their control on the inside. (See the scenario
Calling Your Bluff for more information)
• DocWagon is making money on the side by
supplying blood to vampires. (False)

Pushing the envelope
Since this is primarily a legwork section, there should not
be much reason for challenging the runners. Certainly, if they
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are getting information too easily, increase the target numbers
or make accessing contacts more difficult, charge for the
information, etc.

Debugging
This scene shouldn’t be any trouble for the runners.
There’s no danger at all or critical actions to do. The most
important thing is to make sure the runners learn at least
general information about the important items found here.

The Ghoulies
What’s up, chummer?
One of the ways to gain access to the vaults is through the
subbasement – which can be reached through the sewer
system and a secret door known to a few select individuals,
the ghouls. The runners cannot find the entrance themselves,
but they can attempt to deal with the ghouls to show them the
way.

Hooks
The runners need a way into the building—one that won’t
get them killed in the process. This path is one of the safest
methods of entering the facility undetected and escaping
quickly.

Behind the scenes
Beneath the streets in this area, there is a small clan of
ghouls that lives in the sewers and tunnels. They are a quiet
group, preferring to be left alone and in peace.
The runners may have found out about them either by
investigating the sewer access to the Kethers Building or by
maintaining 24-hour surveillance on the facility itself. If they
do so, they will see the ghouls skulking about the area, digging
through dumpsters and trash bins.
If the runners interact with the ghouls and successfully
make an Etiquette (Street) (7) test, they will learn that the
leader of the ghouls has made a deal with one of the people in
the Kethers Building. They pay him in jewelry, watches, et
cetera and in return he supplies them with organs and corpses.
This way they can keep a lower profile by not having to attack
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passersby or scrounge scraps from the dumpsters for food.
They are worried now because they have run out of “bling” to
pay their contact and have started to “dumpster dive” again.
The corpses are clones that fail the forced growth process
and would be destroyed anyway. The ghouls don’t know how
their contact, whom they know only as “Tim”, the name sewn
on his shirt, gains access to the clones, but he brings one every
week for them in the old pump room. The next delivery is
scheduled for tomorrow.
The ghouls can inform the runners, and will if bribed or
threatened, that they regularly gain access to the building
through a secret tunnel they dug that connects to the main
drainage pipes and into the subbasement of the Kethers
Building, depositing them into an almost unused old pump
room.
If they agree to help each other, the ghouls can escort the
characters to the hidden entrance, offer to provide a diversion,
or even help the runners move the clones and tissue samples
out of the facility. The first option they will do for a paltry
1,000 ¥ bribe, but the latter two options, or similar requests,
will require multiple ghouls and therefore more money – a
minimum of 1,000 ¥ per character will be required. Standard
negotiation rules apply.
In the sewers
The runners may have learned about the ghouls through
various other sources and may decide to search the sewers on
their own. In this case, a map is provided for you to assist in
navigating the sewer system. Even if they navigate the sewer
system themselves, they should not be able to find the ghoul’s
secret door within the time allowed. Note that the map can be
given to the characters if they perform a public records search
with a Computer (Decking) (6) test or deal with an appropriate
contact with the correct Etiquette (6) test with a threshold of
three successes.
The sewer pipes are a tight fit, but can be accessed easily
by Body 3 or smaller metahumans. Anyone larger must stoop
and scrunch to fit through the pipes. Large gear, weapons, and
other items may not fit either. In either case, the runners will
have to move single file through the sewers. The nearest
manhole is two blocks away in front of a small bar called
Low’s Tavern.
The sewers under the building are very old, and have only
partly been rebuilt by the ghouls . They are now the main
travel route for retrieving their “food.” The sewer pipes access
a service grate in an old pump room of the Kethers Building
subbasement.
If the runners travel through the sewers, also remember
that there is a concentration of chemicals and gases down here
that is less than friendly to a normal metahuman. Characters
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that do not have protection (such as respirators, chemsuits, or
their bio/cyberware equivalents) must resis t an 8M Stun gas
attack every five minutes (or every combat turn while in
combat or performing strenuous activity). It will take
approximately 15 minutes for characters to work their way
through the sewers and into the facility.
In the facility
If the runners do not meet the ghouls before they enter the
Kethers Building on their shadowrun, they still have a chance
to encounter them. When the characters reach the main cryo
vaults, they might hear the whispers off in the dark corners.
These whispers have been heard by some of the staff and they
think that the place is haunted. Only Tim Reed, one of the
maintenance technicians, knows that the whispers are from the
ghouls that come up from the subbasement to meet with him
and exchange jewelry and other items for organs and failed
clones.
During the time that the runners are moving around in the
darkness looking for their “extractions,” you can have them
pick up the ghouls’ whispers or see the reflections from their
milky eyes in the darkness. Ghouls are a scary visage to begin
with, and you can use this to heighten the atmosphere during
the run. If the runners are smart enough to not scare away the
ghouls or do anything stupid (like attack them), they may be
able to now talk to the ghouls and negotiate with them to do
the tasks outlined above. This may provide an alternative exit
for the runners if they have the means necessary, or just a way
to have the ghouls move the clones and tissue samples out of
the facility to make it easier for the runners to escape out a
different way without being bogged down by the “dead”
weight.
If the runners are able to take advantage of the sewers for
exiting the facility (remember the notes mentioned above),
they can do so without any further problems or encounters –
once they reach the street level, they can proceed to their drop
site and end the run (go to Picking Up The Pieces).

Pushing the envelope
Let’s see, you’re in the sewers of Seattle, and you need
something to make your life more challenging? How about a
group of Devil Rats out on their feeding frenzy??
Devil Rat (2 per character)
Completely hairless, the nocturnal devil rat grows up to a
meter in length and can weigh up to four kilos. Their prolific
breeding rate, along with their innate immunities to pathogens
and poisons, makes them virtually impossible to exterminate.
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Initiative : 5 + 1D6
Combat Pool: 6 Karma Pool: 2
Attack: 4L, -1 Reach
Powers: Concealment (Personal), Immunity (Pathogens,
Poisons)
Weaknesses : Sunlight (note that any bright light, such as from
a flash grenade, flash pack, or use of the Nova spell, will scare
away all the rats)
Notes: Roll 2D6 for each rat that successfully bites a character
– a result of 11 or 12 indicates it carries the VITAS-3 plague.
The runner must make a Body (4) test and achieve 3 or more
successes. Failure indicates that the runner will develop the
VITAS-3 disease overnight, suffering 6D damage and
enduring fever, chills, and vomiting until the damage is
reduced to Light. Magically active characters will have to
check for magic loss, as normal. There is no known treatment
for VITAS-3 at this time – the runner must endure it and ride
it out.

Black Russians
What’s up, chummer?
Unbeknownst to the runners , they are not the only group
of shadowrunners that are trying to get into the facility to
retrieve tissue samples. In this instance, it is a team from
Yamatetsu. A team of “specialists” from their local Seattle
division, mostly of Russian origins, have managed to find a
way into the facility through a faulty security sensor on one of
the upper floor windows. Their plan is to gain entrance
through this weak point in DocWagon’s security and stealth
their way down to the cryo vaults, retrieve their target sample,
and make their way back out into the night air.

Hooks

Remember that fighting these in the sewer would not
normally be a problem, but these are not main conduits, but
smaller pipes – characters do not have the room to maneuver
and fight properly. When dodging, a character is limited to his
Reaction rating in Combat Pool dice. Melee attacks with a
Reach greater than 0 suffer a penalty to the target number
equal to the Reach of the attack. Ranged attacks are made at
point blank range.

This could be another good avenue for the runners to take
advantage of. If they are lucky enough to uncover the rumors
about someone else planning a run against the facility,
experienced runners will be able to track down the Yamatetsu
team and possibly work out some sort of mutually beneficial
arrangement, or just watch/follow them and make their move
the same time as the Russians.
There is just one problem – the target tissue sample that
the Yamatetsu team is after happens to be in Box #89-661, the
same target as the runners are after!

Debugging

Behind the scenes

This really is the easiest way to enter the facility. If the
runners use Intimidation or otherwise threaten the ghouls, they
will return to find the flesh eaters gone the next time they
return. The runners don’t need the ghouls to accomplish the
mission—it would just make their lives easier.

As owners and operators of Crash Cart, Yamatetsu is
constantly on the lookout for new medical technologies. The
box (#89-661) containing the glowing tissue is of interest to
the company, and word of it has spread to their representatives
in the sprawl. They have decided to use some of their covert
operatives to acquire the box for themselves. This could result
in either combat or negotiation, or possibly some other tricky
option that only runners can dream up.

Some characters may decide that ghouls are too
animalistic and incapable of higher thought. In this case, they
will probably not negotiate with the ghouls, and therefore
must find the secret door themselves. In this case, they can
attempt a Stealth (6) or Perception (9) test in finding the
ghoul’s secret passage.
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As mentioned, if the runners learn about the Yamatetsu
operation through the rumor mill, they may be able to track
them down prior to entering the building. This would require a
Yamatetsu contact or a shadowrunner related contact such as a
fixer. An appropriate Etiquette (6) test for the contact will
allow the runners to arrange a meeting with the covert team.
Once they meet, it is up to the runners to convince them
into whatever action the runners desire. The runners might ask
the covert team to hold off on their run until theirs is finished,
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so that the two operations don’t endanger each other. On the
other hand, one group might provide a distraction for the other
group, or help the other team gain entrance into the facility.
The Yamatetsu group might be willing to share their
information about the malfunctioning security sensor.
The one problem here that won’t be brought up by the
Yamatetsu side is the target of the run. If the runners as k,
they’ll merely respond that they are after some tissue samples.
If the runners mention Box #89-661, they will definitely note a
moment’s hesitation on the part of the covert ops. They do not
know what is special about the tissue sample either, but they
will not take no for an answer – they must have this sample.
So, the dilemma is this – working with the Yamatetsu
team will greatly increase the chance of success for the
mission – it should be obvious to the team that the Yamatetsu
boys are better equipped, more experienced, and basically just
“better” at this stage in their careers. However, they will take
with them one of the runners’ secondary mission objectives.
While the Yamatetsu team will not ask for any money to assist
the runners – they are helping each other – they are basically
taking 1,000 ¥ out of the runners’ pockets.
Inside the facility
The other option is that the runners meet the Yamatetsu
team during the run when they’re already in the facility. You
can have the covert team show up at any time, but probably
the best time would be when the runners are about to access
the target box. You can also use the Yamatetsu team to get the
runners out of a bind if they are being overpowered, especially
if they have the box. Of course, once the initial threat has been
dealt with, the runners will now be facing the Yamatetsu team,
demanding that the box be handed over – by force, if
necessary.
Statistics for the team can be found in the Cast of
Shadows. Under no circumstances should the runners be able
to get some of the high end gear that the team is carrying –
they will have booby-trapped themselves so that should they
fall or be captured, they and their gear will be destroyed so
that it can not be traced back to Yamatetsu.

Pushing the envelope
Dealing with the Yamatetsu team will definitely be like
walking on monowire. The runners have to be very persuasive
to talk the team into helping them, and they will of course
insist upon keeping the box. If the characters are particularly
advanced or just plain good and have planned for every other
contingency, and have pretty much avoided combat up to this
point, you can always have the Yamatetsu team double cross
the runners by attacking them or setting them up to be caught
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or otherwise screwed in order to cover the covert team’s
escape and/or to make sure they get the box from the runners.

Debugging
This scenario revolves around two issues – making the
decision to trust and attempt to work with another team of
“professionals” and making the decision to suppress their
greed and forego the secondary targets for more money in the
interest of having an easier time on the run. For those
runners/players that are not grasping this situation, you can
have them make an appropriate test (Intelligence, Etiquette,
Shadowrunner Tactics, etc) or just tell them about the
difference this could make in the run.
If time is running short, or if the team has someone
extremely skilled at negotiation, the GM may allow the team
to attempt to negotiate with the Yamatetsu team for the box.
Since Yamatetsu is keen on obtaining this box, a payment of
1,000 ¥ to each runner is trivial in their operation. This should
preclude any fighting on the part of the teams and allow them
to cooperate or go their separate ways, as desired.
If combat does ensue, the Yamatetsu team should be able
to overpower the party. Depending on the situation, they may
just leave the runners unconscious and take advantage of a
head start to reach the box before the runners do.

Fountain of Youth
What’s up, chummer?
Another opportunity for the runners would be to
encounter a wealthy socialite or corporate executive that has
heard or has dealt with the latest craze of finding a way to
rejuvenate the body and make yourself younger again.

Hooks
It seems that half of the DocWagon staff at the Tacoma
facility is on the take with little side businesses to pick up
extra money. This is one of those side businesses that makes a
lot of money and also may provide the runners an easy way to
access the facility and bypass many of the security measures
and guards.
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Behind the scenes
Some people will believe the craziest things. In this case,
there is a subsection of the richest and vainest of the social
elite in the Seattle Metroplex that cannot abide the thought of
aging. They try most any harebrained scheme to offset the
rigors of old age. One of the hottest of these ideas of late is
that if you regularly bathe in an emulsion of various proteins
that you will remove 10 years of aging. This, of course, is
exactly the mix that is used to force vat-grow the clones and
other various tissues. Norman Trasker, one of the medical
technicians at the Kethers Building, has convinced some
influential people and socialites that they can make themselves
look younger by bathing in these special protein solutions. By
passing around his private extension, Trasker has built quite
the network of highly placed and influential people on the
Seattle social scene.
Luckily, he has not encountered anyone yet that knows
that his procedure has no merits – he is simply a confidence
man that is making money hand over fist, to the tune of 5,000
¥ per treatment. If the runners somehow learn about this
treatment while checking around for rumors, they may
encounter someone that can give them Trasker’s phone
number. Since this is Trasker’s private extension, he never
answers it with his real name – he just answers with a simple
“hello.” Once the party has announced their intentions, and
satisfied him that they are on the up-and-up, he will set up an
evening that he can meet them at one of the side or back
entrances to the building to let them in and then lead them
down to the tanks. He will ask for the money in advance, of
course, on a certified credstick.
The characters can choose to either pose as one of the
corporate or social elite and pay the money to undergo the
treatment, or they could threaten Trasker with exposing his
scheme in order to force him to let them into the building. The
latter option will be very difficult, as they have little or no
proof or evidence that he is doing anything. He will even
smugly tell them this, as he has covered his tracks rather well.
Unless they have some kind of physical evidence against him,
he will be quite hesitant about falling for their intimidation,
and may actually double cross them by informing security of
their plans.
In the facility
Should they not learn of the rumor or Trasker’s little side
scheme, they can stumble across the plan in action – this
would probably be a more humorous encounter that would
break up the darker theme of the adventure. Phil
Collingsworth, hotel magnate in Seattle, has fallen for
Trasker’s deception and paid the fee to allow him to access the
vaults in order to perform this crazy ritual. The runners can
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find him floating in a tank with another body, or perhaps
naked and dripping as he tries to escape after a loud encounter.
If the runners catch him and identify him, they can choose the
following:
• Let him go, he’s a weirdo!
• Let him go, but force him to become a Level 1
Contact or threaten to go to the press with the
information (more reliable if they also have pictures
somehow to blackmail him with)
• Let him go, but he’ll have to pay them off to keep
quiet. He can pay the runners a total of 2,000 ¥ x TR
each for keeping his indiscretions quiet. This is
negotiable under standard rules to a maximum of
1,000 ¥ x TR for each character. For example, a
Veteran (TR = 4) could get 8,000 ¥ plus negotiate up
to 4,000 ¥ additional funds. He will have to have
them pick up the money on certified credsticks
tomorrow, or he can electronically transfer it to a
numbered account for them, should they have one set
up. They will have to turn over any
negatives/photos/video at that time as well or receive
a blow to their Reputation.
Should the runners force him to accompany them, he
will not, under any circumstances, carry out any of the clones
(not that he is strong enough anyways). He will carry the
boxes, if ordered to.

Pushing the envelope
Perhaps there is something to this treatment after all –
when the team encounters Collingsworth, he could be very
angry at being disturbed during his “treatment.” The nature of
the nutrients and slight electrical current through the tank
somehow cause the recipient to become more aggressive,
almost animal like, and Collingsworth will go into a berserker
rage (as per a Shark shaman). He also benefits from the
protein solution by receiving similar powers as those gained
by taking Spirit Strength (M&M pg 123). Once he is subdued,
the effects of the “treatment” will wear off, and he will go
unconscious from the stresses on the body. Note that if any of
the runners wish at this time to undergo the “treatment,” tell
them that it will take at least an hour of soaking before
noticing any difference. Also, removing the concoction from
the tanks does no good – there is something special about the
solution, the tanks, and everything that makes it “special.”
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Phil Collingsworth (Enraged)
B
Q
S
C
I
W
E
R
3(8) 3(8)x3 3(8)
5
4
4
5.5
3(8)
Initiative : 3 + 1D6 (8 + 1D6)
Combat Pool: 5 (8) Karma Pool: 1
Attack: 8M Stun
Powers: Thermographic Vision, Unarmed Combat 4

Debugging
This is another path of entry into the facility. There is
little or no risk, unless they try to strongarm Trasker, in which
case they could be facing the DocWagon security team.
Otherwise, this scenario should pose no problems for the team,
other than deciding how to deal with Collingsworth should he
be caught.

Calling Your Bluff
What’s up, chummer?
As mentioned in the rumors and staff sections above,
Thomas Duttman has a bit of a problem when it comes to
gambling. In fact, he is in deep debt to many bookies and
other gambling contacts, some of which are “Family” owned.
As a result, Duttman has an “arrangement” with the
Seattle Mafia to provide organs and sometimes full clones to
help repay his massive gambling debts. Along with the other
half dozen people that have side ventures going, Duttman feels
that one more won’t hurt. Hell, as Senior Programmer, he can
have the automated systems keep track of his “babies” for
him.

Hooks
This is yet one more opportunity for the runners to gain
non-violent access to the facility. If they discover the rumors
about the Mafia having connections within the facility, and
connect this with information about Duttman and his gambling
and BTL debts, they may come to the conclusion that Duttman
is a man they may wish to talk to.
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Behind the scenes
This is one of the few options that does not provide for
meeting anyone inside the facility. The runners can, however,
discover the connection between Duttman and the Mafia. If
they do so, they can call Duttman to arrange a meeting, or if
someone has Mafia contacts, can work through them. If using
a Mafia contact, they will help force Duttman to give the
runners access to the building, but it will incur a marker
against the character who has the contact (unless by some fate
the Mafia currently owes the character a marker, in which case
the character can call it in at this time).
Basically, once they get ahold of Duttman, and put the
screws to him, he will agree to arrange for something for the
runners – an open door or window, distracting the guards at a
post, etc. As senior programmer, he has a lot more ability and
ins-and-outs of the DocWagon network and can distract the
various alarm systems or even the security rigger on duty by
introducing a virus or other special routine into the system. He
has full administrative rights to the computers and everything
they control in the facility, so this should be an excellent
opportunity for the runners to get in and out with little trouble.
If the team has a decker or otherwise matrix-wise character,
Duttman can create a back door into the system and give the
passcodes (which will change the next day anyways) that will
allow the runner to do matrix overwatch for the rest of the
team, allowing them to circumvent much of the security, and
bypassing maglocks and biometric security features. Finally,
since the runner will be given basically full administrative
access to the system, they will not have to make any Computer
skill tests!

Pushing the envelope
There is nothing threatening here. Duttman is a spent
man, and he knows it. Anyone that represents the Mafia or
knowledge of his doings can convince him to do darn near
anything. He will not be viable as a contact, however, as his
duplicity and problem will be recognized in the inquiries
which will follow this shadowrun. He’ll be expelled from
DocWagon and worthless for many years to come as he works
in a Stuffer Shack…

Debugging
There is not much to go wrong here, unless they screw up
and expose Duttman to his superiors before the run. If they
show up at the Kethers Building and ask for him, or otherwise
drop the hammer on him in public, someone will notice and
report the incident. From there, Duttman is worthless, as they
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will immediately lock down his account until they’ve had a
chance to sort things out.

Glowing Grids
What’s up, chummer?
Someone on the team may decide to attempt to deck into
the DocWagon computer network for more information prior
to the run, or once they are inside the facility in order to access
and control various security systems and/or search for more
information and paydata.
This scenario covers all the
information the GM will need for such activities.

Behind the scenes
If there is a decker or other tech-wiz in the party, they
may wish to attempt hacking into the DocWagon mainframe
or accessing the system from inside the facility in order to
disable maglocks or circumvent other security system. More
enterprising/greedy characters will want to also search for
paydata.
The system is Orange-6 10/10/13/11/10 and uses standard
matrix iconology as purchased originally from Fuchi’s North
America division and now maintained by Novatech.

Pushing the envelope
DocWagon is a frequent target for shadowrunners to
obtain all kinds of information. Also, one of DocWagon’s
side businesses (very uncharacteristically) is the secure offline
(off the matrix) storage of other small corporate information
stores. Thus, you may want to have the security sheaf of the
system already accumulated with the actions of another
outside and unknown decker, or even establish a passive alert.

Debugging
If using the Quick Resolution system from Mr. Johnson’s
Little Black Book, pg. 123, you may wish to use the secondary
system for characters that wish to use the system for assisting
the run with security operations, etc.
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Security Sheaf Table
(R) is used to note Reactive IC
Trigger
Security Event
Step
003
Crippler (Bod) 5
007
Crippler (Evasion) 5
012
Trap Probe 7 (R) / Killer 7
016
Trap Probe 9 (R) / Killer 5
Passive Alert (+2 on all
020
Subsystem Ratings)
020
Trap Scout 7 (R)/ Blaster 5
024
Scout 7
Trap Probe 7 (R) / Data Bomb
029
7
033
Trap Scout 5 (R)/ Killer 7
038
Sparky 5
043
Active Alert
043
Non-Lethal Black IC 7
048
Ripper (Evasion) 7
051
Crippler (Bod) 5
056
Killer 7
059
Cerebropathic Black IC 7
062
Shutdown Started

Paydata Table
Data
Size
60 Mp
90 Mp
30 Mp
70 Mp
70 Mp

Defense
Deathworm 7
Data Bomb 10
No Defense
Data Bomb 9
Scramble IC 9
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Taking the Fortress
What’s up, chummer?
This is the meat of the adventure, pardon the pun. The
previous scenarios: The Ghoulies, Fountain of Youth, Calling
Your Bluff, and Black Russians all offer various means of
getting into the facility with little or no notice. It should be
assumed that most characters are savvy enough to realize that
stealth, guile, or similar methods should be used in this
instance, rather than a brute force, frontal assault. The weak
point to this facility, as shown by the previous scenarios, is the
personnel. If a team is stupid enough to have to resort to a
frontal assault, they are not going to last long. The Kethers
Building is a fortress and can withstand most attacks. The
security forces are not quite Knight Errant, but they are trained
and have decent equipment. It is up to you to try to steer them
into one of the paths outlined previously, or at least some
other kind of confidence plan that will allow them to get into
the building.
Once inside, they just have to circumvent the guard
patrols and static security systems. There are no maps for this
building, as they should not be required (However, basic maps
are given to the GM as a reference). Also, having maps tends
to ruin the mood for the players, as they no longer are facing
an “unknown” with a map on the table in front of them. They
need to get down to the vault level and get their people and
samples, blow some stuff up, and get out of Dodge.

Behind the scenes
The previous scenarios not only provided means of
entering the facility, but possible ways of getting out and also
of getting around. Some even outline some optional
encounters that may occur during the runners’ excursion in the
vaults.
Once the characters have entered the building, you need
to reset the mood that was developed in the opening scenario.
The Kethers Building is massive and foreboding. Cold, thick
concrete and solid marble walls are throughout the complex.
During the night, most of the offices are dark – only the front
lobby and major hallways are lit.
The vaults are even more cloaked in darkness, and the
cool, damp air should serve to send shivers along their skin.
As outlined in the opening story, the tanks have a mysterious
glow about them that emanates around the tank, putting the
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high ceiling in shadows and stark relief. Treat the area as if it
were Minimal Lighting (see the Visibility Table, SR3 pg 112)
and remember to apply the appropriate modifiers to ranged
combat and vision based Perception tests. Those with
thermographic vision will be treated to a kaleidoscope of
colors from the body heat coming from the clones (which is
higher than a normal metahuman body due to the forced
metabolic rate), the tanks, and the cold air surrounding the
tanks and the tissue storage cabinets. Hoses hiss and
condensed water vapor/fog rolls about the area. Equipment
makes odd noises in the deep quiet that is in the vault.
Footsteps echo throughout the hall like thunder if someone
walks without trying to be quiet.
Try to describe it as scary as possible, so that they jump at
the mere mention of something happening. If they did not
come across some of the optional encounters such as the
Ghouls, the Yamatetsu team, or the bathing socialite, now is
the time to spring those encounters.
To assist the GM, a basic breakdown of the facility is included
here:
Sub Basement: This floor contains most of the infrastructure
equipment to maintain the building. The climate control
systems for the cryo vaults above, as well as the HVAC
system for the rest of the building resides here. There are also
two aging diesel generators here for providing power to the
facility in the case of a power outage. Large battery systems
are in place for the vault and other sensitive support systems
as well. The entire floor is a maze of small corridors through
pipes, wiring harnesses, and other hazards, most of which
extend up to the main basement. In one dark corner of this
maze of pipes is the secret entrance used by the ghouls. Note
that unless there is a reason to suspect any unusual activity,
the guards will not patrol or investigate this level.
Vault Level: Most of this scenario should take place here.
This floor holds six side vaults, plus the large center area
where the clones are held. This was where the various vaults
and safety deposit boxes were held when it belonged to the
Federal Reserve, but has since been modified with climate
control systems and other equipment to maintain the clones
and tissue samples. A Perception or Biotech (5) test will
allow the characters to determine the filing method used and
allow them to locate their subjects quickly. The base time for
finding a subject is 10 minutes. Divide this by the total
successes as normal to establish the actual time. If the
characters split up to each find a subject, each team must make
this test.
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The tissue samples are stored in safety deposit boxes that have
been slightly modified to take advantage of the cryo systems.
As each is opened, wisps of cool “smoke” pour up and over
the sides of the box. The tissue samples, a mix of tubes of
various fluids, or Petri dishes of actual tissues about the size of
a quarter, are contained within. Remember that subject #89661 has tissue samples that give off a slight glow, and is
astrally active!
The clones are featureless 'proto-humans', capable of
living outside their nutrient baths for only a short time (if you
can call it living – they are similar to coma patients), but
lacking any distinguishing characteristics other than their
serial numbers tattooed on their foreheads. The runners may
have a chance of recognizing some of the clones, based on
appropriate skills. See the legwork section for aiding you if
the characters wish to take time identifying the subjects. Their
identities can also be determined, of course, by crossreferencing their serial numbers with the DocWagon computer
system. A successful Biotech (5) test is required to disconnect
a clone successfully without damaging any of the organs or
tissues.
If the characters wish to take the time to pursue the
secondary objective of destroying the clones and tissue
samples, a Demolitions (6) test will reveal that destroying the
power couplings that supply the energy to the tanks as well as
the cryo systems is the best and quickest way to cause the
most damage. The task will require a total of one kilo of C12, evenly distributed around the power coupling for each row
of clones, as well as equal shares around the corners of the
main cryo control unit for the floor (easily located in the main
room).
Note that the guards are uneasy around the clones, and
will not normally patrol this area unless an alarm has been
raised elsewhere in the building. In such a case, two guards
will come and investigate/patrol this level every twenty
minutes until the crisis or alarm has been reduced.
Basement: The basement of the building contains access to
some of the building’s standard operating systems, such as the
electrical distribution panels, plumbing access, demarcation
area for the matrix/telecom hookups, etc. This level also holds
a small internal parking area, where the armored trucks use to
load/unload their precious cargo. It is now used to house and
service a few ambulances and tissue transport vehicles
(modified and refrigerated Ferrari Morgan APCs) that convey
their life giving products around the metroplex as needed.
There is a maximum of 15 truck/van sized vehicles that can be
stored here, and during the run, there will be no ambulances
here; only nine Morgans (see Cast of Characters) sit patiently
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in their parking slots. This level also contains the gymnasium
and internal pistol range.
Note that some guards may come down to this level
occasionally, and there are other staff members here to
maintain the gymnasium, pistol range, and a few mechanics in
the garage. Some guards will show up here prior or after their
shift for a game of basketball or to use the pistol range. It is
probably the most active level at any time during the day.
They are, of course, off duty and (with the exception of those
on the pistol range) usually unarmed and unarmored. The
mechanic on duty has the same statistics as a guard, but does
not wear armor or carry normal weapons (a wrench across the
head still hurts, though!).
Ground Floor : Of course, the front steps lead into the main
entrance and lobby of this once majestic building. Large
marble stairs work up to the second and third floors. There is a
large reception desk in the lobby as well, and is staffed by
security personnel (although usually only in their standard
uniforms). This floor is usually well lit at all times. The
cafeteria, which was originally designed to hold 112 people,
has been reduced to hold only 24. The rest of the cafeteria has
been converted into storage space and datacenters as a backup
for DocWagon’s main databases. Since the building has such
good climate control, all Seattle area facilities bring their
archive units here for offsite storage. DocWagon also
provides these services for small corporations that have no
such capability for a nominal fee. Common areas such as the
cafeteria and bathrooms are not locked. Other rooms and
offices are locked with standard card maglocks (Rating 5).
The computer datacenters are secured with card/keypad
maglocks (Rating 5). Two guards patrol this floor on a regular
basis , plus the one watching the lobby desk.
Second Floor: This floor contains most of the standard
medical supply storage for DocWagon Seattle. The rooms
here are filled with pharmaceuticals, bandages, and other
medical hardware. Most of these rooms remain dark when not
being accessed by DocWagon staff. The doors on this floor
are all locked with card/keypad maglocks (Rating 5). One
storage room for the most expensive and/or “desirable” drugs
also uses a palmprint identification reader (Rating 1 + TR),
which can only be opened by the shift supervisor, the
assistant, or authorized DocWagon personnel (not guards).
The offices/storage rooms basically just line the hallways.
The hallways are dimmed during non business hours to
conserve electricity. Two guards maintain watch on this floor,
and tend to take turns patrolling and inspecting the locks on
each door. During this time, the other guard may decide to
take the time to go to the ground floor and refresh their coffee.
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Third Floor: This floor contains the office space for the
various officials that make this facility their base of
operations. The floor also contains the security office and the
armory. As noted in the legwork section, the security rigger
(use Drone Rigger, but human) and mage (use Street Mage,
but human) spend the majority of their shift in the security
office – they do not fraternize with the regular guards. The
shift supervisor and his/her assistant (both standard guards –
see Cast of Characters for statistics) also have offices on this
floor, but are known to occasionally walk around and converse
with the guards, get coffee, or just walk around to relieve their
boredom from filling out numbing reports – they have been
known to fall asleep at their desks for short periods of time.
The offices on this floor are protected by a standard card
maglock (Rating 5). The security office and armory are
further protected with a card/keypad maglock (Rating 5).
Access to the roof is also provided, and ladders lead up to each
of the machine gun nests in the cupolas on the corners of the
building. Roof access is only from the inside (a “doorbell”
exists on the outside for requesting entrance) and is protected
by the standard card/keypad maglock (Rating 5). Two guards
maintain a patrol on this floor, but usually this means
remaining at the top of the stairs talking with each other,
playing various games, etc.

seen in the previous scenarios, to an environment that presents
a tough exterior, but has a nice, gooey and soft inside.

Pushing the envelope
Challenges have already been mentioned in the various
scenarios before this one. By this point, the important part of
the mission is to keep the runners on their toes, so just increase
any target numbers enough to provide a challenge to their
skills so that they are only getting one or two successes. Even
if they succeed a test, such as for a maglock or security
system, have the lock buzz and beep randomly for a few
moments before opening, as if they had not succeeded. Keep
them on a razor’s edge, but don’t fall off.

Debugging
As long as they have a good plan and have set something
up ahead of time, the runners should have no problem getting
through this scenario. Remember that DocWagon has become
corrupt and lazy and overconfident. Guards will shorten their
patrols, bang the console until a light goes out, etc. Why
would anyone attack a fortress like the Kethers Building??
Why would anyone attack DocWagon?? That’s like going into
your doctor’s office and shooting the doctor, then asking him
to patch you up! This all contributes, along with the corruption
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Picking Up The Pieces
What’s up, chummer?
Now that the runners have gotten their “clients” and left
the building, they just need to arrange for a drop site to make
the exchange and pick up their money.

Tell it to them straight
You contact Rampling with the information she gave you,
and let her know that you’re ready to make the exchange. She
is pleased that you were able to come through for her, and
promises to contact Mr. Bones and rendezvous with you
shortly. It’s time for payday, ‘runners!

AWARDING KARMA
Award individual Karma according to the guidelines on p.
244, SR3. No more than THREE points of individual Karma
should be awarded. This is a very dangerous mission and
could be harrowing for teams that don’t follow through with
legwork or other preparations. For those that do, however, the
run is fairly straightforward. Most of the award is based on
monetary figures stemming from the level of success of the
mission. Team Karma, therefore, is awarded solely based on
the success or failure of the mission:
Attempting the mission, but failed to bring
in all three primary items
OR
Successful Mission
(all three primary items recovered)

1

3

Therefore, each character can earn a MAXIMUM of 6 Good
Karma for this adventure, 3 from the adventure, plus an
additional 3 for exceptional roleplaying, tactics, et cetera as
outlined in SR3.
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LEGWORK
The runners may wish to take the time to get in touch with
their contacts in order to determine more information about
various events , people, gangs, or subjects overall. Each section
has a listing of the appropriate archetype contact to be used,
and the base target number for the appropriate Etiquette skill
roll. The runner will learn an amount of information based on
the total number of successes from this test. Learning
information at one level includes learning the information for
any lower levels as well.

Michelle Rampling
Appropriate contact: Any street contact (5), Any corporate
/matrix contact (3)
0 “Michelle? Sure, she’s the weather girl on Channel 125,
right?”
1 “She’s a fixer, working the shadows…been getting some
major business lately I hear.”
2 “She’s an elf, although kind of homely. She has a real
passion for music as well, and teaches classical piano to
pass the time.”
3 “She spends a lot of time on the matrix, talking to her old
friends somewhere in France.”
4 “She is a dependable and trustworthy fixer – normally
deals in information and matrix runs, anything nonviolent, she won’t touch wetwork.”

Mr. Bones
Appropriate contact: Any street contact (5)
0 “Mr. Bones? Isn’t he that doctor on Star Trek?”
1 “I’ve heard of him – a new name on the streets here in
Seattle, but some say he’s been here for years...”
2 “That’s his new name, for a new life – he used to be
called Dredd back a couple of years ago. I thought he was
dead until he showed back up about a month ago.”
3 “Dredd is cutting the edge close to being a cyber zombie
– he’s got barely enough life left to register on a scanner.
Real “Darth Vader type that one…”
4 “He may have been a shadowrunner once, but now he
works strictly for one man – Walter Broward over at Rose
Croix. No idea what the connection is between them, but
Mr. Bones handles all his “dirty work”…”
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CAST OF SHADOWS
Some NPCs may be adjusted based on the composition of
the player characters at the table. To reflect this adjustment, a
value known as the Table Rating (TR) is used. The TR value
can be used to increase the number of opponents, various
attributes, skills, or pools, or whatever else is necessary to
pose a challenge to the player characters.
The TR value can be determined by the predominate
makeup of the table’s characters, or by finding the average of
all the characters by adding up their Total Career Good Karma
and dividing by the number of players. Then consult the chart
below to determine the class of the table based on where the
average Karma fits.
The TR value is based on the following:
TR
1
2
3
4
5
6

Class
Green
Streetwise
Professional
Veteran
Elite
Prime Runner

Karma Range
0 - 19
20 - 49
50 - 89
90 - 149
150 - 249
250 +

If the characters have appropriated any gear, the fence
value is shown for each item. This is the base price that a fixer
or fence will offer for the item, which can be modified by
standard Negotiation tests. Note that if characters desire to
keep the gear, they do not need to annotate anything special on
the Debriefing Log if it is something that can be readily
purchased during character creation. Exceptions to this would
be drones, vehicles, or other special/unusual items.
Exceptional items will be listed already on the Debriefing Log
for the GM to sign.
Note that these NPCs are NOT player characters and
therefore may or may not conform to established character
generation rules. GMs may feel free to add any skills,
cyber/bioware, spells, talents, or gear necessary to advance the
story. NPCs listed here are given the relevant skills and
abilities to fit them to this adventure at the time of writing.
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Michelle Rampling
Attributes
B Q S I W C
E
R
?
? ? 4 5 4
?
?
Initiative: Unknown
Karma Pool/Pro Rating: 4/2
Active Skills (Relevant):
Etiquette 6 (Corporate 8), Negotiation 6, Computer 4
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Entertainment Industry 5 (Music 8), Fences 3 (Paydata 6),
Passcodes 3, Shadowrunners 4, Matrix Deckers 5, Seattle
Matrix 8
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
Datajack
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
Music Instruction (Piano), Oversees Contacts (Western
Europe), Acquiring Matrix Gear (hardware/software)
Gear (Relevant):
None
Michelle Rampling is an elf who was born and raised in a
quiet middle class suburb of Marseilles. She has lived in
Seattle since 2046 and has found a comfortable niche in the
shadows. Her first love is music and to all outside appearances
she seems to be an u nassuming piano teacher. A bland looking
soft-spoken woman with an extreme aversion to violence, she
keeps her hand in information brokerage for her own reasons.
It is largely due to the fact that she seems nothing like a
successful (if low end) fixer that she remains as such.
Michelle’s contacts are mostly ordinary folk from various
walks of life, but she is familiar with some influential music
personalities and maintains a constant Matrix presence.
Though not a decker in the true sense, she knows many folk
who are, and she is quite the data broker. Michelle has many
overseas friends, many of whom were clients of her legal
business.
Race: Elf
Specialties: Data brokerage, Music industry, Acquiring
Matrix gear
Preferred Runners: Deckers, “Quiet” types
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Ghoul

DocWagon Security Guard

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
3
3
4
1
3
2
3
5.0Z
Initiative: 3 + 1D6
Pools: Combat 4
Karma 1
Pro Rating: 3
Active Skills (Relevant):
Athletics 3, Aura Reading 4, Intimidation 4, Stealth 4 (Hiding
7), Unarmed Combat 5
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Gang Identification 4, Gang Turf 4, Ghoul Society 4, Local
Hideouts 5, Scrounge 5, Sewers 4
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
None
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
Mild Allergy (Sunlight), Blind, Enhanced Hearing & Smell,
Sensitive System, Diet Requirements (Raw Flesh), Immunity
(VITAS)
Armor (0/0): None
Weapons: Serrated Knife (4L) (10 ¥)
Gear :
Various jewelry or trinkets (500 ¥)

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
5
4
4
2
3
3
3
4.1
Initiative: 3 + 2D6
Pools: Combat 3
Karma 3
Pro Rating: 3
Active Skills (Relevant):
Athletics 3, Clubs 3, Etiquette 2 (Corporate 3), Interrogation 3,
Leadership 3, Pistols 4, SMG 2, Gunnery 4, Unarmed Combat
4
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Tactics 4, Corporate Law 2, Security Systems 3
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
Boosted Reflexes 1, Headware Radio (Rating 3), Smartlink 2,
Subvocal Microphone
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
None
Armor (7/6): Light Security Armor (6/4), Helmet (+1/+2)
Weapons: Browning Max Power Hvy Pistol (9M)
Gear :
Helmet includes Thermographic and LowLight Vision, Plastic
Restraints, Mage Mask, Datapad, Medkit (Rating 3), Passkey

Living under cover of darkness, the ghoul scratches out
his existence out of sight of the rest of the world. These few
ghouls have gathered together to survive in a world that is out
to hunt them. The sewers provide an excellent transportation
network for them to move without dealing with those
“upstairs”.
Over the years, the ghouls have found various trinkets and
objects that people have dropped or that they kept from
previous “feastings”. They have scared away the homeless
from their domain, but now use the jewelry and other objects
to trade with “Tim”, a maintenance technician that works in
DocWagon’s main organ growth and storage facility in the
Kethers Building.

While these guards are like most other standard corporate
security guards, they suffer from boredom and
overconfidence. Many of them are showing signs of no longer
fitting into their security armor. Guarding this building for
DocWagon is akin to guarding a morgue. Many of the guards
don’t even fully patrol the lower layers and the vaults because
of the creepy feelings they get down there. While they are
more than willing to get into a fight with anyone attacking the
building (they feel safe behind a foot of concrete and machine
guns on the roof), they are less so if they come across
shadowrunners in a hallway.
If caught alone away from other guards, runners may be
able to bribe him to look the other way while they pass.
Without magical backup, any display of powerful magic will
cause them to break and run.
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Yamatetsu Covert Ops Member

Yamatetsu Covert Ops Mage

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
5
7 (8) 6 (7)
5
5
4
6 (12)
1.75
Initiative: 8 + 1D6 (12 + 3D6)
Pools: Combat 8
Karma 3
Pro Rating: 4
Active Skills (Relevant):
Athletics 6, Biotech 3, Car 5, Etiquette 3 (Corporate 5), Pistols
7, Small Unit Tactics 4, SMG 6, Stealth 6, Throwing 6,
Unarmed Combat 6
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Security Procedures 5, Tactics 4, Russian 5, Japanese 3,
English 3
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
(all Alpha) Cybereyes (Display Link, Flare Comp, Low
Light), Muscle Replacement 1, Reaction Enhancers 2, Wired
Reflexes 2 w/trigger
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
None
Armor (7/4):
Black combat clothing (same as Camo
Suit)(5/3) and tactical vest (3/1) and helmet (+1/+1)
Weapons: HK-227s (7M), Narcojet Pistol (6D Stun), flash
pak
Gear : Pocket Secretary, Medkit (Rating 3)

Attributes
B
Q
S
C
I
W
R
E
4
6 (8)
3
5
6
5
6
6.0
Initiative: 6 + 1D6 (6 + 4D6)
Pools: Combat 6
Spell 8
Karma 4
Pro Rating: 4
Active Skills (Relevant):
Athletics 6, Biotech 3, Sorcery 8, Etiquette 3 (Corporate 5),
Pistols 7, Small Unit Tactics 4, SMG 6, Stealth 6, Conjuring 6,
Unarmed Combat 6
Knowledge Skills (Relevant):
Security Procedures 5, Tactics 4, Russian 5, Japanese 3,
English 3, Magical Threats 4
Cyber/Bioware (Known):
None
Talents/Abilities/Spells (Relevant):
Magic Rating 9, Initiate Grade 3: Quickening, Anchoring,
Shielding
Quickened spells (Increased Reflexes 3, Increased Quickness
2)
Manabolt 5, Powerbolt 5, Stunball 5, Improved Invisibility 6,
Trid Spectacle 6, Transform 5, Shapechange 5, Chaotic World
6, Heal 6, Silence 5, Oxygenate 4
Armor (7/4):
Black combat clothing (same as Camo
Suit)(5/3) and tactical vest (3/1) and helmet (+1/+1)
Weapons: HK-227s (7M), Narcojet Pistol (6D Stun), flash
pak
Gear : Pocket Secretary, Medkit (Rating 3), Gold ring
(anchored Improved Invisibility)
Earth Ele mental, Force 5 (3 services)
Earth Elemental, Force 6 (2 services)
Earth Elemental, Force 6 (2 services)
Fire Elemental, Force 4 (4 services)

The Yamatetsu covert ops team consists of six members –
five combat support personnel and one mage (described later).
They have been trained to work together and sometimes it
seems that they are using a Battletac unit, when they aren’t.
They are extremely loyal to Yamatetsu, and have been
assigned to the Seattle office to undertake various sensitive
missions – sometimes the company can’t even afford to trust
something to shadowrunners.
They are quick to use any tactical opportunity that they
can spot, and so will not hesitate to work with the runners, as
long as their goals do not conflict. Of course, where it
concerns Box #89-661, it does. They will do everything in
their power to make sure that if they don’t walk away with
that box, no one does. They will even destroy the box rather
than risk someone else getting it.
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The mage of the team is responsible for arcane support.
He is ready to counter any magical threat as well as provide
the extra punch necessary in a fight. Most of the time, though,
is spent covering the movements of the team so that they can
move like shadows to their intended target and get out without
being seen.
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Ferrari “Morgan” Transport
Based on the success of their “Appaloosa” Light Scout
APC, Ferrari has had numerous requests for a civilian version
of the vehicle for transporting security guards, sensitive cargo,
or a variety of other tasks. The engineers started with
removing the rooftop cupola and turret, along with the military
armor, reducing the vehicle’s curb weight by almost half.
They replaced the jet turbine with a more ubiquitous diesel
engine, optimized to Ferrari’s stringent specifications. The
combination allows the Morgan to have the best in speed,
acceleration, and handling for a vehicle of its size, without
sacrificing basic protection from today’s everyday threats, as
well as cargo capacity. The driver’s compartment is outfitted
with the latest in safety equipment.
DocWagon has contracted for a number of these vehicles
to replace their aging fleet of GMC Bulldogs. They have
sealed off the rear portion of the vehicle and added a
refrigeration unit, allowing them to ship biomedical supplies
and other sensitive cargo without spoilage or endangering the
crew.
Hand Speed Accel
Body
Armor
4/6
120
8
6
3
Sig Auto
Pilot
Sensor
2
3
2
Cargo Load Seating
Entry
Fuel
Econ
50
1,000 2 + 1b 1h + 1d + 1x D (250 l)
5 km/l
Chassis
SI
Avail
Cost
APC (Wheel)
2
17/20 days 200,000¥
Other Features: Concealed Armor, Folding Bench Seat,
APPS, Roll Bars, Rear Cargo Area w/ Refrigeration Unit
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